Junior Prom Formal Tonite
Spivak Plays Hotel Stater

Companies Flood Placement Bureau

Officials of the Student Placement Bureau have announced that recruiting for Fall
1952 is underway in earnest. Companies have been on
the road, and the placement bureau is looking for applicants
from all over the country. Positions are available in a wide range of em-
ployers, including banks, insurance companies, and manufacturing
firms.

A sellout is expected for the talk on Placement in the gym every Saturday af-

On exceptional picture of legalized murder is depicted above. The scene
takes from a Field Day Glove Fight of recent years and is generally
representative of mayhem expected to be expected Saturday.

Dormcomm Meets Discusses Budget, Laundry Service

Dormitory Committee discussed the budget in the meeting held Monday night in the Master Bath Lounge, Hare Hall. Also discussed were the laundry services and a motion by the treasurer stating that House Comm. must turn every over any violation to his account.

The effort of this world will be to create one central account in all of the survey of the House system. A great
motion from Burton, Housing/Bursars, was made to an
motion, meaning that it was an infringement of the privileges of the House.

The meeting will be held to create one central account in all of the survey of the House system.

Gen '52 Mills To Hold Simulated Meeting At M.I.T. Monday

Harry A. Bulka, Chairman of the Board of General Mills, and Gordon C. Bullock, Vice-President, in conjunction with the M.I.T. Management Association, General Mills has invited to present this simulated meeting in both the faculty and student members of the Institute. In attendance, meetings of this type, to be held each year by M.I.T. in various sec-
tions of the country in order to:

1. Provide an opportunity for persons to familiarize

2. To provide an opportunity for persons to familiarize

3. To provide an opportunity for persons to familiarize

4. To provide an opportunity for persons to familiarize

5. To provide an opportunity for persons to familiarize

Covid's Screams To Revive Class Battered By Sophomores

If you are in the vicinity of Bridge Field on this date, you will un-
expectedly notice the sound of a record crackling. The six fresh-